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Abstract 

Sensor systems, which are an assortment of heterogeneous sensors, are 

commonly used for military observation and natural checking yet they 

need data transmission, vitality and through requirements which limit 

their presentation. The restrictions of the remote sensor systems are 

overwhelmed by the information total which ad libs their vitality 

productivity and data transmission use. Information collection is the 

blend of information from various sources by utilizing capacities, for 

example, concealment, min, max and normal. We consider an 

information accumulation in WSN which empowers to help QoS 

prerequisites of uses. For this prerequisite, it organizes for separated 

administrations and conglomeration choice. Bigger the bundle size turns 

into, the more blockage would happen because of restricted channel data 

transmission and the normal start to finish delay additionally 

consequently expanded. To diminish the normal start to finish defer a 

Random Early Drop has been proposed.  

Keywords:   Data Aggregation, WSN, QoS, Random Early Drop 

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor systems (WSNs) are increasing overall 

prevalence because of their wide applications in various 

conditions, including office, home, and threatening 

territories. Such WSNs may introduce a significant and 

proficient answer for testing issues, for example, building 

wellbeing checking, vehicle following, natural life 

following, and ecological Surveillance. Advances in 

micro  electromechanical  system  technology (MEMS), 

joined with radio frequecy (RF) circuits and ease, low 

power digital signal processors (DSPs), improve  

practicality of these sensor systems. 

A WSN may comprise of various sensors that sense 

information of intrigue and transmit the detected 

information, straightforwardly or in a roundabout way, to 

a remote database for additional preparing. The sensors in 

the WSN are generally power obliged and have restricted 

computational and correspondence power. Along these 

lines it might be attractive to amplify lifetime of the 

sensors under this limitation.   

A WSN usually consists numerous nodes 

communicate through wireless channels which aids in 
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data sharing and processing. WSNs has the feature to be 

deployed on a global scale to monitor the environment 

and study the habitat, for military surveillance and 

security also in emergent places to search and rescue, 

whereas in factories for industrial maintenance and 

identify critical spots of dangerous equipment. The real-

time application of WSN includes infrastructure health 

monitoring through sensors and in homes to realize smart 

homes also in human body for critical care patient to 

monitor health parameters tirelessly. In a regular 

situation, clients can recover data from a WSN by 

infusing inquiries and social occasion result the supposed 

base station (or sink hubs), which carry as an interface 

among client and system. 

The improvement of WSN depends on remote 

systems for administration advancement. The 802.11 

convention, although intended for remote LANs that 

normally comprise PCs and PDAs, the 802.11 

conventions are additionally expected by numerous early 

effort on WSNs. Be that as it may, the powerful 

utilization and too much high information pace of 802.11 

conventions are inappropriate for WSNs. The reality has 

spurred a few research efforts to plan vitality proficient 

MAC conventions. As of late, the 802.15.4-based ZigBee 

protocol discharged that explicitly intended for low range 

and less data-rate wireless personal area networks 

(WPAN). Its appropriateness to WSNs are long upheld by 

a few business sensor hub items, over the physical layer 

and MAC layers, steering strategies in remote systems are 

another significant research bearing for WSNs. Some 

early directing conventions in WSNs are really existing 

steering conventions for remote impromptu systems or 

remote versatile systems. These conventions, like DSR 

and AODV, are not really material to WSNs because of 

their powerful utilization. They are likewise intended to 

help general directing solicitations in remote systems, 

without considering explicit correspondence designs in 

WSNs. The customization of these conventions for WSNs 

and the emerge of directing systems have become 

trending research themes. The principle thought behind 

these examination endeavors is to empower vitality 

productive and vigorous steering by abusing connection 

and way assorted variety. 

Data aggregation has been a key system that limits 

vitality utilization by lessening radio correspondence 

while expanding system usage by joining information 

originating from various sources into a solitary casing. 

Information collection begins at nearby sensor hub, which 

is one of sensor hubs conveyed in detecting zone. Data 

from nearby sensor hub is sent to sensor information sink 

through an improved course that is controlled by an 

information sending procedure Such as an information 

driven sending method.  

 The packet length increment causes increased energy 

consumption with transmission delay. The key aspect to 

be noted here is the tradeoff which impacts the Quality of 

Service (QoS). 

The application requirement is to be analysed while 

attempting to provide the QoS among WSNs. The 

application should be used to analyse the data type of 

every packet to serve the QoS better.  

The remaining contents of  proposed paper structured 

as below. Section II contains the related work to this 

project, section III contains the System Model and section 

IV describes our experimental results. The conclusion 

given in Section V. 

  

2. Related Work 

Data aggregation seems to be challenging task in WSN. 

There lies a great zeal to facilitate the Data Aggregation.  

The conglomeration capacities depended on controlling 

information somewhat, requiring semantic data on what 

the real collection work is. In this sense, total activity 

fundamentally relies upon the application. The 

Application-Independent Data Aggregation, which 

confines total choices from the application setting, 

utilizes dynamic input conspire contrasted and fixed-and 

on request information collection plot. It is summed up to 

be used over a wide scope of utilizations without causing 

the expenses of changing different parts to help 

application-explicit rationale. Despite the fact that AIDA 

productively preserves vitality just as limiting normal 

start to finish delay, the input plot is unreasonably 

unpredictable for seriously asset obliged sensor hub. In 

particular, it doesn't consider the assorted variety of 

bundles. 

Both real-time and non-real-time data considered in 

other works. Such works take a count on applications 

providing data aggregation with energy- efficiency and 

delay-constrained which includes real-time target tracing 

in war field and in disaster management environment to 

relay on after-shock events. The scheduling algorithm 

employed with Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) balances 

energy saving and queueing. The application data 

manipulated during the process of aggregation leading to 

application-dependency. Also, the scheme tries to derive 

an acceptable longest path to achieve on-time packet 

deliverance over an aggregation tree resulting in long 

delivery latency. 

Data aggregation is a technique to preserve vitality by 

tradeoff among vitality and idleness. For WSNs, two 

essential assistance separation parameters are unwavering 

quality and idleness. Remote connections as 

correspondence WSN mechanism are more blunder 

inclined than wired connections. The arriving at 

likelihood of bundle as well as inertness can be 

influenced in AFS. To satisfy them, QoS systems ought 

to offer separated support, for example, more 

affirmations, more transmission of parcels, and more 

grounded FEC for higher need bundles. Be that as it may, 

this start to finish unwavering quality is a duty of 

transport layer along these lines past our degree. We 

accept that the unwavering quality could upheld enough 
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from jump by-bounce mistake control system in data 

interface layer. 

 

3. Protocol Design 

A. System flow Model 

Fig.1 illustrates the system flow model. The packet flow 

and their priority are represented by the arrows.  All the 

outgoing packets from the network layer in intercepted 

and concatenated into a frame by the sender module.  

Upon the system receiving an aggregated frame, they are 

verified for presence of multiple packets by the receiver 

module and separated into individual frames, which are 

later forwarded to network layer.  Each frame containing 

packets and their priorities are received by the network 

layer and further processes them at the application layer 

or finds the next hop address for subsequent forwarding. 

 

B. Sender Module 

Sender module is shown in Figure 2. the sender module 

incorporates normal header structures, send-clock, and 

send lines related to the following jump address. This 

module de-frames and characterizes bundles emerging 

from arrange layer by next jump address, to enqueue 

them to the line relating address. Normal header structure 

keeps basic data of the line. When parcels queued, normal 

header of the line refreshed by Sender. So as to total the 

parcels, sender module postpones for the measure of time 

comparing their needs. Send-clock oversees and refreshes 

the needs of bundles in all lines. While sending a parcel, 

all bundles totaled in a similar line into a solitary payload 

and connects normal header and payload. This collected 

edge is prepared as a typical casing by MAC layer. 

Sender module responsible for scheduling frame 

transmission. Transmission conditions are as followings: 

1) Size: The sender module assesses the free space 

accessible in the line preceding lining another bundle and 

after identifying of non-accessibility of enough space in 

the line, the line is exhausted by sending the entirety of 

the parcels, and afterward proceeds with queuing new 

parcel. Then again, after identifying the accessibility of 

free space for the new parcel, the sender module sends all 

bundles directly in the wake of queueing the new parcel. 

as there is no space to total further bundles. 

2) Position: Sender module sends bundle promptly when 

the hub isn't a switch, at the end of the day, the hub has 

not any more opportunity to total. So as to perceive, 

sender module recognizes origin of bundles. The bundles 

from application layer are analysed by Sender Module for 

line to store them. In the event that it finds a line relating 

to the equivalent next bounce address, it perceives that 

the hub is a switch. When there is no line to store, the hub 

being perceived as a leaf hub by sender module and sends 

the parcel right away. Various parcels emerging from 

organize layer, sender module definitely perceives such 

hub as switch. 

3) Priority: When passing a packet to sender module 

which gets queued, sender module checks priority and 

decides to be sent immediately or not. If the priority is 

higher, sender module sends it immediately. 

4) Time-out: Sender module sends the packet whose 

weighed waiting time reached tolerable end-to-end 

latency. The send-timer checks waiting time tolerance on 

every updates of packet priorities. 

 

C. Receiver Module 

The collector module represented in fig.3 for the most 

part includes a verifier, a separator and a line for brief 

putting away of the casings that are gotten.  The collector 

module queues casings sent from the data interface layer 

and they are handled successively. Verifier de-queues a 

casing and checks whether it is collected by our 

convention or not. On the off chance, verifier pass 

casings to separator, else the edge passed to the upper 

layer. The separator isolates the collected edges to 

singular casings which are thusly moved to the system 

layer.

 
Figure 1: System Model 

 

 
Figure 1:  Sender Module 
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Figure 3:  Receiver Module 

 

 
Figure 4: Random Early Drop 

   

Fig.4 shows the Random Early Detection (RED) 

Algorithm. The RED calculation computes actual line 

size over a low pass channel. The normal line size which 

is contrasted with limits such as a base and an extreme 

edge. When the normal line size mismatches the base 

edge, parcels are unchecked. When the normal line size 

becomes more noteworthy than the greatest edge, every 

parcel here gets stamped. Whenever checked bundles are 

dropped or all source hubs are agreed then normal line 

size doesn't surpass the most extreme limit. When the 

normal line size is between the base and most extreme 

limits, each bundle analysed for likelihood dad, where 

dad is a component of average normal line size. 

Usually RED algorithm contains two unique parts.  To 

compute average queue size to determine degree of burst 

allowed in router queue. The idle period during which the 

queue remains empty is calculated by m number of small 

packets transmitted through the router during the idle 

period. Once the idle period ends, the router computes 

average queue size as m packets arrived to an empty 

queue during such period. 

The other part is to calculate the packet-marking 

probability and determine frequency of packets with 

congestion level. The router goal is to mark packets at 

evenly spaced intervals to avoid biases and global 

synchronization and to mark packets for average queue 

size control.  

for each packet arrival 

  to calculate the average queue size avg 

 if minth  ≤  avg < maxth 

  calculate the packet probability pa 

  with probability  pa: 

   mark arriving packet 

 else if maxth ≤  avg 

  mark arriving packet 

pb = maxp x (avg - minth)/(maxth - minth)  -------------

>[1] 

where 

  pa = pb/ (1 - count  x pb) -------------

>[2]    

avg = (1 – wq) x  avg + wq x q   

  

pa         -   Current Packet Marking Probability 

Count   -    Packets since Last Marked Packet 

avg       -   Average Queue Size  

wq        -  Queue Weight 

q           - Current Queue Size 

minth   -  Minimum Threshold for Queue 

maxth   -   Maximum Threshold for Queue 

 maxp   -  Maximum Value for pb  

This calculation is for queue size is measured in packets  

If queue is in bytes, we need to add [1.a] between [1] and 

[2] 

    pb = pb x PacketSize/MaxPacketSize ------------->[1.a] 

 

4. Simulation Results 

In Glomosim Simulator the QOS Aware data aggregation 

for delay analysis has to be simulated. Before simulation, 

the corresponding parameter are formed and are shown in 

TABLE I with animated output is given in (Fig 4), (Fig 

5), (Fig 6) and (Fig 7). In Glomosim Simulator, sensor 

nodes created by CBR (constant bit rate).  

Table 1:  Network Parameters 
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Figure 5: Average end to end delay vs. Priority 

 

 

 
   

Figure 6: Throughput vs. Priority 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Average end to end delay vs. Packet size 

 

In fig 5 the normal End-to-End delay is broke down 

for various needs and contrasts the chart and AODV, 

need steering and need with RED. For that three needs 

are utilized. Priority0 is most elevated need, Priority  1 is 

medium need Priority  2 is low need. In the event that the 

got parcel is most elevated need for example on the off 

chance that priority 0 Schedule promptly to the system 

layer. So the defer an incentive for priority 0 is same for 

both with and without RED. In the event that the got 

parcel is medium need for example on the off chance that 

priority1 line it and, at that point timetable to the system 

layer. So the postpone esteem is expanded. In the event 

that the got parcel is most minimal need for example in 

the event that priority 2 check medium is unfilled and, at 

that point line it after that timetable to the system. So 

contrast with priority 0 and priority 1, the delay is 

expanded for priority 2. 

In fig 6 the throughput is analysed for different  

priorities and compares the graph with AODV, priority 

routing and priority with RED. For that three priorities 

are used. If the received packet is highest priority i.e. if 

priority0 Schedule immediately to the network layer. So 

the throughput value for priority0 is same for both with 

and without RED. If the received packet is medium 

priority i.e. if priority1 queue it and then schedule to the 

network layer. So the throughput value is decreased. If 

the received packet is lowest priority i.e. if priority2 

check medium is empty and then queue it after that 

schedule to the network. So compare to priority0 and 

priority1,the throughput value is decreased for priority2. 

In fig 7 the average End-to-End delay is analysed by   

varying the packet size and compares the graph with 

AODV, priority routing and priority with RED. If the size 

of the packet increased in the network the packet can be 

reached from source to destination also increased in time. 

So, if the packet size is increased the end-to-end delay 

also increases. The graph is simulated using AODV 

protocol. In AODV the packets are scheduling without 

setting the priority. So the delay analysis of AODV is 

high.  By using RED the packets are allowed only if in 

between the minimum and threshold. But for without 

RED all the packets are allowed for processing. So RED 

gives the better delay compared by using without RED. 

In fig 8 the average End-to-End delay is analysed by 

varying the node density for AODV, priority routing and 

priority with RED. The graph is simulated using AODV 

protocol. If the number of nodes increased inside the 

terrain the packet by the packet to reach from source to 

destination also increases. So, if the numbers of nodes are 

increased the end-to-end delay also increases. In AODV 

the packets are scheduling without setting the priority. So 

the delay analysis of AODV is high.  By using RED the 

packets are allowed only if in between the minimum and 

threshold. But for without RED all the packets are 

allowed for processing. So RED gives the better delay 

compared by using without RED. 

In fig 9 the average End-to-End delay is analysed by 

varying the traffic and compares the graph with AODV, 

priority routing and priority with RED. If the traffic is 

increased the more amount of congestion is occurred in 

the network. Like that, if the traffic is increased the end-

to-end also increases. The graph is simulated using 

AODV protocol. In AODV the packets are scheduling 

without setting the priority. So the delay analysis of 
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AODV is high. By using RED the packets are allowed 

only if in between the minimum and maximum threshold. 

But for without RED all the packets are allowed for 

processing. So RED gives the better delay compared by 

using without RED. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Average End-to-End delay vs. Number of 

Nodes 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Average End-to-End delay vs. Traffic 

 

5. Conclusions 

Delay being a challenging issue in wireless sensor 

network. Here, we use Data aggregation technique to 

reduce the delay in wireless sensor network. A priority 

based method adopted to reduce transmission delay. A 

new algorithm was proposed to reduce average end-to-

end delay in priority based method. The proposed 

Random Early Drop (RED) algorithm has major goals to 

lower the average end-to-end delay and improve the 

throughput. The performance of proposed algorithm 

evaluated under different scenarios and compared with 

other protocols. Simulation results confirmed the 

proposed algorithm results in low average end-to-end 

delay than the traditional protocol.    
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